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abide (of a feeling or memory) continue without fading or being lost.
At least one memory will abide.

alive Capable of erupting.
Is alive to the moods of others.

be Be identical to be someone or something.
He s a tough customer let him be.

bear Be pregnant with.
She is bearing his child.

bolster Prop up with a pillow or bolster.
The fall in interest rates is starting to bolster confidence.

concurrent Existing, happening, or done at the same time.
There are three concurrent art fairs around the city.

eternally Used to emphasize expressions of admiration, gratitude, etc.
He was prattling on eternally.

exist Have an existence be extant.
How am I going to exist without you.

existence Continued survival.
The biggest tree in existence.

existential Concerned with existentialism.
Formal logicians are not concerned with existential matters.

existing
Presently existing.
Much of the beluga caviar existing in the world is found in the Soviet Union
and Iran.

farmhouse House for a farmer and family.
A farmhouse kitchen.

here In or at this place where the speaker or writer is.
Here s a dish that is quick to make.
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inhabit Be an inhabitant of or reside in.
The people inhabited the islands that are now deserted.

lifelong Continuing through life.
A lifelong friend.

live Lead a certain kind of life live in a certain style.
The club members are a really live bunch.

livelihood The financial means whereby one lives.
People whose livelihoods depend on the rainforest.

maintenance Means of maintenance of a family or group.
A divorced man paying his ex wife 2 500 a year maintenance.

outlast Live or last longer than.
The kind of beauty that will outlast youth.

outlive (of a person) live longer than (another person.
The world has outlived much.

pertain
Be appropriate, related, or applicable to.
Their economic circumstances are vastly different from those which
pertained in their land of origin.

populate Inhabit or live in; be an inhabitant of.
A cosy rural town populated with friendly folk.

subsist Maintain or support oneself, especially at a minimal level.
The court may treat a contract as still subsisting.

subsistence Minimal (or marginal) resources for subsisting.
Farming is a hard means of subsistence.

sustain
An effect or facility on a keyboard or electronic instrument whereby a note
can be sustained after the key is released.
She alone sustained her family.

uphold Support against an opponent.
They uphold a tradition of not causing distress to living creatures.

upkeep The act of sustaining life by food or providing a means of subsistence.
We will be responsible for the upkeep of the access road.

viability Ability to work successfully.
Pregnancy depends on the viability of the sperm and egg.

withstand Resist or confront with resistance.
The new material withstands even the greatest wear and tear.

yeoman A member of the yeomanry force.
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